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TRAINING ROI


WHY THE NEED FOR ROI IN TRAINING?


If one looks at any facet of business the concept of ‘return on investment’ (ROI) is always a relevant business topic. ROI 
can have many connotations depending upon the users’ perceptions and motivations. In reality, ROI is really a measure 
of perceived value. Value can be different for different stakeholders. Let’s look at some examples:


❖ An organization provides training to a group of participants. This person wants to know the satisfaction levels of 
the participants. to which training has helped drive key business results.


❖ A business unit manager sends two employees to training. This person wants to know the impact the training 
has made on the job.


❖ A senior executive measures performance by the business objectives that drive the company. This person wants 
to know the degree to which training has helped drive key business results.


LEARNING MEASUREMENT LEVELS


Knowing there is a definitive need to measure the impacts of a large corporate cost like learning it is fitting to 
have an industry acceptable model for doing so. This model created by Donald Kirkpatrick is actually one that 
has been in existence since the 1950’s but continues to be accepted today using technology and creativity to 
maximize its benefits for the modern corporation.


LEVEL ONE REACTION - DID THEY LIKE IT?


Per Kirkpatrick, “evaluating reaction is the same thing as measuring customer satisfaction. If training is going to be 
effective, it is important that students react favorably to it.”


LEVEL TWO REACTION - DID THEY LEARN?


Level Two is a ‘test’ to determine if the learning transfer occurred. Per Kirkpatrick, “It is important to measure learning 
because no change in behavior can be expected unless one or more of these learning objectives have been 
accomplished. 


LEVEL THREE REACTION - DO THEY USE IT?


Level Three evaluates the job impact of training. “What happens when trainees leave the classroom and return to their 
jobs? How much transfer of knowledge, skill, and attitudes occurs?”  Kirkpatrick questions, “In other words, what 
change in job behavior occurred because people attended a training program?”


LEVEL FOUR REACTION - DID IT IMPACT THE BOTTOM LINE?


Per Kirkpatrick, Level Four is “the most important step and perhaps the most difficult of all.” Level Four attempts to look 
at the business results that accrued because of the training. 


LEVEL FIVE - WHAT IS THE RETURN ON INVESTMENT?


Level Five is not a Kirkpatrick step. Kirkpatrick alluded to ROI when he created level Four linking training results to 
business results. However, over time the need to measure the dollar value impact of training became so important to 
corporations that a fifth level was added by Dr. Jack Phillips, who outlines his approach to Level Five in his book Return 
on Investment in Training and Performance Improvement Programs, Butterworth Heinemann Publishers, Inc., Woburn, 
MA 1997. Dr. Phillips has written extensively on the subject, publishing or editing dozens of books on the topic of ROI.
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LEARNING MEASUREMENT IN PRACTICE


Kirkpatrick’s Four Levels and Phillips’ Fifth Level provide an acceptable form of training measurement. The Phillips ROI 
Model is also a detailed approach to conducting Impact Studies to help prove or disprove if a learning measurement 
program was a positive influence on the organization. The illustration below showcases a 3x5 learning measurement 
model to capture a balanced scorecard of learning metrics that range from the low cost/simple solution to the higher 
cost/complex solution. Each may be applicable for different needs. Each is explained briefly below.





COMPARING THE RESULTS AND ROI MODELS


<<<<< Cost and Complexity >>>>>


Human Capital

1 2 3 4 5


Focus on Level 3 – Job Impact

Business Result

1 2 3 4 5


Focus on Level 4 – Results

• Indicators on all 5 Learning Levels in Kirkpatrick/
Phillips models with a focus on Level 3


• Computes a job impact financial ROI

• Very scaleable and replicable

• Easy for participants to complete

• Solid indicator of ROI on performance relative 

tothe individuals Human Capital (i.e. salary)

• Leverage Phillips principles of estimation, 

isolation, and adjustment

• Use 100% of the time

• Indicators on all 5 Learning Levels in Kirkpatrick/
Phillips model with a focus on Level 4


• Uses ROI relative to specific business results

• Practical to do if leveraging technology

• More complex for participants to complete

• Leverages Phillips principles of estimation, 

isolation, and adjustment

• Could be used 100% of the time or on a case by 

case basis
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THE HUMAN CAPITAL ROI MODEL 


• A Job Impact ROI


• Easy to use, practical, scaleable, replicable over large volumes of training events


• Provides a financial ROI relative to the improvement in human capital performance


• Using principles of estimation, isolation, and adjustment


• Based on extensive research, part of a regular ‘balanced scorecard’ for learning measurement


• Assumption is that human capital’s value (i.e. salary) is like any other asset that has expected value that can 
appreciate or depreciate over time 


EXAMPLE

• Training cost per participant: $1000


• Average fully loaded salary of participant: $50,000


• Estimate in performance improvement, including training: 30%


• Isolate performance improvement due to training: 60% (of the 30% above)


• Isolate performance relative to time spent performing those skills on the job: 20%


• Adjust for bias, confidence, conservatism: 65%


• Training impact on performance improvement, adjusted for bias: 30% x 60% x 20% x 65% = 2.34%


• Calculate monetized benefit = $50,000 x 2.34% = $1,170


• Calculate ROI = $1,170 - $1,000 = $170


• Calculate Benefit to Cost Ratio: $1,170 / $1,000 = $1.17 


THE BUSINESS RESULT ROI MODEL 


• A Deeper Level 4 ROI. Uses actual business results


• Leverage technology to make practical and scaleable


• Provides a financial ROI relative to the change in the business result that prompted the training


• Uses principles of estimation, isolation, and adjustment specific to the business result


• Part of a regular ‘balanced scorecard’ for learning measurement


• The analyst worksheet combines actual business results with data from learners, managers and others to estimate


• ROI and link training to results.
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EXAMPLE

• Training cost per participant: $5,000


• Business Result Significantly Impacted: Sales


• Estimate/Calculate change in sales (pre vs. post training) = +20% (sales were $100,000 before training, now they are 
at $120,000)(annualized)


• Isolate performance improvement due to training: 60% (of the 20% above)


• Adjust for bias, confidence, conservatism: 65%


• Training impact on sales adjusted for bias: Calculate monetized benefit = 20% x 60% x 65% = +7.8% (reported on 
the Business Result Scorecard) next steps can be done via the analyst worksheet


• Calculate monetized benefit = $100,000 x 7.8% = $7,800


• Calculate ROI = $7,800 - $5,000 = $2,800


• Calculate Benefit to Cost Ratio: $2,800 / $5,000 = $1.56


ESTIMATION, ISOLATION, AND ADJUSTMENT


We’ve discussed the works of Dr. Jack Phillips and his ROI process as an analytical tool to measure the ROI on human 
capital. However, just as Dr. Phillips leveraged Dr. Kirkpatrick’s learning measurement model so to can the work of 
Phillips be leveraged to systematically measure and collect ROI data that is non analytical. Phillips guiding principles 
include elements of what he refers to as estimation, isolation and adjustment. These are the cornerstones to monetizing 
a benefit (the numerator in our ROI equation) and linking it to training.


Because participant estimation and isolation is participant driven one must adjust any resulting ROI calculation for the 
estimate. Again, in other facets of business this is commonly done. Using analysis such as most likely, optimistic and 
pessimistic adjusts estimates for bias by the estimator and flaws in assumptions. You’ll often see sales forecasts 
reported in this manner.


In training, adjustment is made for two reasons: first is conservatism. Conservatism is a guiding principle of Phillips. It is 
also critical to state one is conservative in assumptions to build integrity into your ROI model. Second, is for bias. Self-
reported bias by participants is typically inflated. In fact, studies done by organizations like the Tennessee Valley 
Authority (TVA) and separate studies by Knowledge Advisors suggest that respondents tend to over estimate by a factor 
of 35%. To this end, when computing an ROI calculation one might reduce the inputs by a factor of 35% or a similar 
confidence rate as the adjustment factor for conservatism and bias. Taken together, the principles of estimation, isolation 
and adjustment form a powerful model in tabulating a systematic, replicable, and comparable ROI model for human 
capital. The result of the process is a monetized benefit factor, that when multiplied by the salary (i.e. the human capital) 
yields a monetized benefit from training. The model is easily adaptable, leveraging automation and technology, to drill 
deep into a specific business result such as the ROI on sales, quality, productivity, cycle-time, customer satisfaction, or 
employee retention.


ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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For more information about Training ROI and Alpha Dawn, LLC, please email us at bill@alphadawn.com. Please visit 
www.alphadawn.com to learn more about Alpha Dawn, LLC’s Learning products.
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